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Famous Ships

H.M.S. Jervis Bay

The epic of this ship will go down in historyas one of the finest in the annals of he sea. She
was a merchantman turned warship, and was captained by Captain E.S.Fogerty Fegan R.N.
She was the convoy leader of a fleet of 38 ships in November 1940. The convoy had
assembled at Haliflax, Nova Scotia. The Comodore of the convoy,Rear-Admiral H.B.Maltby
Retd.,wore his pennant in S.S.Cornish City and under his direction the convoy sailed.
Across the Atlantic the convoy steamed in perfect order. The weather was clear when,without
warning at long range the German pocket battleship Admiral Von Scheer opened fire with her
11-inch guns.
Captain Fegan instructed the convoy to lay a smokescreen and scatter. At the same time he
altered course and made for the enemy, hoping thus to attract their gunfire and give the
convoy time to escape..
One ship – theSan DemetrioI - had already been hit, and salvoes of shells were falling
among the convoy. Captain Fegan saw he had no chance against his rival-he had only 6-inch
guns-but he continued to advance at full speed.
As soon as range permitted CaptainFegan gave orders to open fire, but she was still out of
range for salvo after salvo fell short. Shells from ther Admiral Von Scheer soon put the gons of
the Jervis Bay out of action. For 15 long minures awful punishment raked the ship. Slowly
she was sinking, but she still offerted a target and drew the enemie’s fire.
With shell-torn hull she listed heavily and began to settle down. Evan so she continued for
another half-hour and that 30 minutes saved the convoy. When the order was given ‘Abandon
ship’ not a boat was fit to be lowered. Rafts were flung overboard and those who were able
jumped overboard after them..
The”few’ who had given their “all” that many might live.. Thirty three ships of that convoy
escaped. Sixty five survivors were picked up by S.S.SureholmI. Captain Fegan was awarded
a posthumourous Victoria Cross , an honourdue to every officer and man aboard that gallant
ship.
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Chairman’s Annual Report for 2021:
The Tuesday volunteers consist of Roger Wilson, Richard Barber, Mike Ridley, Mark
Thomas between jobs, Wayne Bette when he is free, and me. We have only had a few
days we were able to get to Polly, hence there isn’t too much to report, except that she is
very lonely and looking very woebegone still!.
Roger and Mike are working on the restoration of the scrim-work on the fo’c’sle step rails.
Mark has replaced the three central deck planks between the deck-house and the main
hatch.
As the Port and Starboard Poop-deck steps, outboard side rails were both rotten, Mark and
I removed both sets of steps, and made up one good set for the Starboard side,. We
completed the new side rails for the Port side set, and reinstalled them.
Roger and Mike have started work on repairing and sealing the Companion Way Hatch at
the Break–of-the-Poop then will oil it. They are also looking at the timber work on the rest
of the Poop, and the repair of awning over the boom as well.
Our Bosun Jeff Melancon gave a detailed report on Polly Woodside’s condition and
recommendations to address these issues sooner rather than later.(December Wave)
Manager Kathleen Toohey presented the Site Report, detailing the work being done to
prepare the interior of the Interpretive Centre for the ‘Showtime Entertainment Group’, and
the security of the workshop, which will be upheld. She also reported the purchase of
plastic sheeting and her laying it on the Poop deck to temporarily prevent further water
leaking into the cabins below.
Our Bosun told us that he did get into the IR course in Launceston starting on 07 June.
Was in Hobart on 14 May, went to Sydney, sailed on James Craig 21-23 May and flew
back to Hobart.. Being due to fly back to Melbourne on 28 May and have a week in
Melbourne hoping to squeeze in a Polly Tuesday. Then back in Melbourne after he
finished his course in Tassie, but 2 weeks later found that he was hired by a West
Australian Company for his sea time (9 months) required by the course to qualify.It’s an
LNG Tanker that he is currently onboard and heading to Japan (about a 10 day run). He
has internet access so can get email without any issues. He should be away at least until
mid- May. Hopefully with the borders opening he’ll be able to come to Polly. Thanks Jeff
For him,” the ship life is good, good mates, good food, hard but honest work and lovely to
be back out at deep sea. Pass on to all the best to the guys, feel free to email and
hopefully will see y’all in a few months”.
Further to Mandy and Alison who have been commissioned by the National Trust to
prepare a project regarding the Volunteers and their achievements in the Restoration and
Maintenance of the Polly Woodside. The final display will use the area outside the kitchen
as well as the old Storeroom. They have interviewed the Tuesday Gang, getting lots of
stories – so here’s hoping that it all goes to plan.
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Polly and Me - From Wave June 1991 - by John Yunken Continued December Wave 2021
Tor Lindqvist, Jack Davey and his dedicated band of professional seamen . Vin Darroch,
Bob Botterill, Joyce Lambert, Peter Frost, Heather Yarnton, John Steele, Fen Hall, Phil Hollis,
Stefen Czordas and hundreds of others. The volunteers came from everywhere, from every walk
of life, men and women, young and old, bound together only by a consuming passion for the ship.
Skilled and unskilled, seamen and landsman. Toorak and Broadmeadows, welded into one under
the Volunteers Association motto “The Ship Comes First”
And me. I too was the right man in the right place at the right time. Just as the project would
have foundered without Graeme or Gerry or George or Tor or Jack and Vin and their dedicated
groups, so it would without me. Each of us had a vital central role to play: that we did so without
friction of any sort, in a single-minded selfless drive to a common goal, is an experience unique in
my life.
My role from about 1978 was Executive Officer, responsible for making the project happen. I was
also, it transpired, Pooh-Bah: Lord High Everything Else.
Everything funnelled through me. If the Trust had a PW problem, be it marine insurance or a
submission to Government or a VP to show around or an overseas request for information or an
offer of help or a query on the accounts, the Trst referred it to me. If Gerry Heyen finished
another set of drawings and specifications he snt it to me for typing, reproduction, distribution,
financing, and arrangements to implement.
If the Project Manager had a problem, if the
volunteers had a suggestion or a need or a complaint, it came to me. If the Harbour Trust or the
Press or Greenwich Maritime Museum or “Disgusted, North Balwyn” or Lloyds of London or the
Department of Planning or Bert Smith of Murrumbeena wanted to speak to Someone, Someone
was always me. I nearly went round the bend, but I enjoyed every minute.
I was the glue that held the Project together, filling the gaps between its components while at the
same time keeping them apart, acting as a shield and filter for everyone – the Trust, the
volunteers, Captain Heyen – so that each segment could get on with what it did best. The years
were filled with a deluge of tasks from all sources, inside and outside the project: each had to dealt
with if we were to move on. Leafing through some of the 20 shelf feet of files I am astonished that
I ever managed to do it.
On Dr. Robertson’s death in 1975 I became Chairman. My role as glue remained, intensified by
the Chairman’s tasks. Without meaning to I had become the only one with a truly comprehensive
picture of the whole enterprise, relied on absolutely for every initiative, every decision, every
action, every piece of advice.
When Captain Heyen died in 1980 he left a huge void: his knowledge, his skill and his authority
were irreplaceable.
I took over as best as I could what was left of his research and
documentation role. There didn’t seem to be anyone else who could.
Oddly enough, in all my years of involvement the one part I had never played was the obvious
one: I had never actually worked on the ship as a volunteer. There had always been too much
else to do. In 1981 for the first time, I joined the volunteer carpenters working on the fitout, and
for the next five years spent every Saturday working on the tools. I’ve never been happier.
I am deeply grateful to Polly, of course I am desperately proud to have been instrumental in giving
her continuing life: but in pure joy and the consciousness of a worthwhile job well done. She has
given me more than I have ever given her.
On Dr. Robertson’s death in 1975 I became Chairman. My role as glue remained, intensified by
the Chairman’s tasks. Without meaning to I had become the only one with a truly comprehensive
picture of the whole enterprise, relied on absolutely for every initiative, every decision, every
action, every piece of advice.
When Captain Heyen died in 1980 he left a huge void: his knowledge, his skill and his authority
were irreplaceable.
I took over as best as I could what was left of his research and
documentation role. There didn’t seem to be anyone else who could.
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To Save Cannonballs on Henry VIII’s Flagship, Researchers
Looked to X-ray Tech
The more than 1200 cannonballs found on The Mary Rose are facing a major problem
— corrosion.
A team is working to conserve a collection of iron
cannonballs found on The Mary Rose, Henry VIII’s
famous Tudor ship. (Courtesy of The Mary Rose Trust)
By Julissa Treviño Smithsonian.com March 13, 2018
11:17AM
In 1982, The Mary Rose was raised from the sea.
The famous Tudor-era ship sank off the south coast of
England during an engagement with the French in 1546.
Resurfaced some 400 later, researchers found Henry VIII’s flagship housed a time capsule of
ancient artifacts, including more than 1,200 cannonballs. While some were made of lead, stone
and other materials, the majority were made of iron.
Since they’ve been exposed to air, however, the cannonballs face a major problem: chlorine from
the sea is making them corrode.
Now, as Pallab Ghosh reports for BBC News, a newly published paper details an ongoing project
to conserve the historical artifacts.
The research team is headed by Eleanor Schofield, head of conservation for the Mary Rose Trust,
which runs the Mary Rose Museum in Portsmouth, United Kingdom, with the help of a team from
University College London and X-ray facility Diamond Light Source.
Earlier, Schofield’s team had tried to soak the cannonballs in solution to remove the chlorine. But
after the cannonballs started disintegrating when they were on display, they realized the process
couldn’t remove all of the chlorine.
That’s when Schofield realized a larger research project was needed to figure out what was going
on inside the cannonballs.
With Diamond Light Source, the team has used X-ray technology to take a look at what’s inside 12
of the cannonballs in the stock.
In hopes of saving the rest of the collection, the team made the decision to cut segments from six
of the cannonballs, some of which were damaged, to gain new insight into what was causing the
corrosion.
“We knew that we needed to really delve into the material and find out what was going on, and
that this would require destructive sampling,” Schofield says in a press release. “This decision was
not taken lightly, and was justified by sacrificing a small percentage of our collection for the benefit
of the rest and other collections around the world which suffer the same problem.”
The results of Diamond’s bright light X-rays has given the team some insight into iron production
during this time period. The perspective of how elements work in the corrosion process, they hope,
will lead to conservation solutions.
This is the first time a project of this kind has been performed on such a uniform set of artifacts.
The team will now work on developing new techniques to protect the artifacts, which will involve
testing in a lab to mimic the corrosion process by exposing metal and corrosion products to
different solutions.
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